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INTRODUCTION:

Nature lies outside the collectivity, which is why the state of nature remains incomprehensible to the language invented in and by society....Science enacts laws without subject in this world without men: its laws are different from legal laws.¹

Foreboding forecasts of the effects of global climate change increasingly recall biblical jeremiads, but rather than "doomsday prophets or the scientifically under-informed," it is leading research scientists who "have been at the forefront in sounding the alarm in regard to global environmental crisis."² Nobel Laureate and climate activist Al Gore’s assessment of a “planetary emergency” reflects a recognition that “the

scale of the environmental crisis now goes beyond any individual’s capacity to imagine it.”

Courts still labor within an outdated paradigm in trying to comprehend this frenetic assault on the environment. They have hesitated to acknowledge ecological insights, and key concepts such as watersheds and ecosystems have failed to make headway against textualist-parsing and originalism. Systems thinking concepts exemplify how “a new way of talking about the world threatens to displace established ideas and groups that espouse them, so it encounters vigorous opposition.” This is particularly so given that the systems view “calls for a much more comprehensive response to environmental concerns than do traditional views,” challenging activism-averse judicial conservatism. In the systems paradigm “there is no such thing as objectivity. We cannot eliminate ourselves from the picture.” Systems theory directly confronts the avowed “objectivity” of textualists, as “it strikes down the term ‘observer’ of classical theory, the man who stands behind the thick glass wall and watches what goes on without taking part.” Instead, “the vital act is the act of participation,” an “incontrovertible new concept” which undermines the value-free pretensions of strict constructionists.

Ecologists also impugn the above-the-fray tone of textualism, pointing out that “vocabularies are never neutral. Things that are included in a vocabulary gain a familiar reality; things that are left out are ignored or even have their existence denied.” Yet textualism is not the only anti-ecological barrier erected by the courts; many conservative jurists, notably
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5 STEPHANIE KAZA, MINDFULLY GREEN: A PERSONAL & SPIRITUAL GUIDE TO WHOLE EARTH THINKING 39 (Shambhala Publications 2008).
7 Id. at 31 (quoting physicist John Wheeler).
8 Id.
9 Callenbach, supra note 4, at 143.
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, envision themselves as Judeo-Christian stalwarts fending off a pernicious, pervasive secularism. Yet their recourse to “traditional religious values” often appears as opportunistic as their applications of textualism or originalism, and nowhere is this disparity more evident than in Justice Scalia’s response to environmental plaintiffs. Although his dismissal of Native American sacred land concerns reflects a greater lack of appreciation and respect in contemporary culture, his intransigent resistance to ecological realities now swims against a current of renascent ecological consciousness in mainstream religions and his Roman Catholic faith in particular. His pre-Vatican II weltanschauung reflects an anachronistic, anti-scientific bent woefully out of step with both modern science and contemporary faiths. This essay will examine the roots of his philosophy, the emerging ecumenical environmentalism that challenges it, and the consideration that judicial conservatives may be in thrall to a new “world religion”—the market—at the expense of a divinely-inspired earth. It will reveal that, as Aldous Huxley observed, “The best that can be said for ritualistic legalism is that it improves conduct. It does little, however, to alter character and nothing of itself to modify consciousness.”

I. JUSTICE SCALIA AND THE ENVIRONMENT

I mean, when is the predicted cataclysm?

Justice Antonin Scalia

Justice Scalia’s legal reputation reflects his espousal of originalism as an interpretive tool for constitutional analysis, his markedly restrictive application of the standing requirement, and his often forceful advocacy of religious values against an intellectual establishment he depicts as ridden with elitist, condescending disregard for the faithful. While championing


11 Robert Barnes, Court Hears Global Warming Case: Justice to Decide Challenge on Greenhouse Gas Emissions, WASH. POST, Nov. 30, 2006 at A03.
these causes, Scalia has also emerged as an inveterate opponent of efforts
to redress the environmental crisis.

Scalia’s critics have observed that “revival of ‘originalism’ as a
popular constitutional rhetoric” resembles “a deeper revivalism among the
broader public.” They analogize how “literal interpretation of the
religious Bible” mirrors Scalia’s originalist insights into the Constitution,
and also note that the “self-assurance toward discerning God’s intent
displayed by fundamentalist interpreters of the Bible bears striking
similarities” to Scalia’s confidence in “discovering” the intent of the
Founders. Scalia portrays his unerring insights into the Founding
Fathers’ mindset as the “result of a neutral political methodology,” but his
critics assert that “his value choices are not defended, but rather hidden
behind a claim that the results have been discovered but not chosen.”
While Scalia contends that “he alone on the court has a consistent judicial
philosophy,” comprised of “ideological purity and judicial restraint,”
skeptics note that his approach frequently consists of “choosing among
conflicting conservative principles in order to reach a conservative
result.”

Closer examination of Scalia’s “value-free” applications of the law
have, unsurprisingly, found them to be “less neutral and apolitical than he
fashions himself.” Professor Erwin Chemerinsky asks “Is it mere
coincidence that in virtually every case Justice Scalia discerns from the
Constitution the conclusion is consistent with his conservative personal
ideology?” This “consistency” supports the inference that “the original
meaning of the Constitution and the Republican platform are remarkably
similar.”
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12 George Kannar, The Constitutional Catechism of Antonin Scalia, 99 YALE L.J. 1297,
13 Id. at 1310.
15 JEFFREY ROSEN, THE SUPREME COURT: THE PERSONALITIES & RIVALRIES THAT
DEFINED AMERICA 181-82 (Times Books 2006).
16 Peter Manus, Wild Bill Douglas’s Last Stand: A Retrospective on the First Supreme
17 Chemerinsky, supra note 14, at 391.
18 Id. at 392.
Justice Scalia’s opinions in environmental cases starkly reveal how his espousal of value-free textualist neutrality unsuccessfully endeavors to mask “conscious and open combat against a generation of opinions through which environmentalism has attempted to establish itself.”

Scalia has often employed standing, “a doctrine that accommodates a large dose of judicial discretion,” as a cudgel against environmental plaintiffs, most notably in the *Lujan* cases, in which “the Court erected significant obstacles” to suits asking for more rigorous enforcement of the Endangered Species Act. In 1990’s *Lujan v. National Wildlife Federation* decision, Scalia pointedly refuted the foundational environmental concept of interconnectedness, in which all elements of a natural region “are ecologically interrelated such that harm to any of that area injures all of it.” Scalia’s logic-chopping partition of nature dramatized his marked “insensitivity to the holistic nature of environmental injuries.” In 1992, Scalia and the Court utilized standing to rebuff environmental plaintiffs in *Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife*, a decision replete with antipathy toward ecological concerns, and manifesting an “unspoken anti-environmentalist premise that the law will recognize no personal interest in the environment except where the environment is cast as private property.”

Also in 1992, Scalia’s majority opinion in *Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council* again demonstrated his persistent penchant “to recognize environmental sentiments only when they harm environmentalists.” Criticism of *Lucas* focused on how it effectively “expanded protection for private property owners and cost constraints on legislatures seeking to protect public resources.” Upon joining the Court in 1986, Scalia “became the property rights movement’s strongest ally on the bench,” and he “defined for himself a central role” as “the Court began regularly to
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22 Id. at 136.
23 Id. at 131.
grant property owners petitions that raised the question whether
government land use regulation violated federal constitutional protections
for private property rights." Overall, Scalia "has produced a relentless
record of upholding private property rights against the government’s
police power," providing a "reliable defense of even speculative property
rights against government regulation." His critics have pursued the philosophical basis for Scalia’s anti-
environmentalism in originalism, textualism, and neo-conservatism, yet
given the Justice’s frequent allusions to his Catholic faith, uncovering the
roots of his antipathy instead requires "a less secular approach." Scalia
is a public figure "upon whom the influence of his religious education is
particularly well-attested," who "seems to believe strongly that a person’s
religious faith is something that he or she ...must take whole from church
doctrine and obey." Further, Scalia, on the bench and off, "has scorned
the notion of a strict separation of church and state, arguing that the 1st
Amendment was intended only from supporting an official national
religion." He endeavors "to rally the devout against democracy’s
errors," advising them that their civic response to secular government
"should not be resignation to it, but the resolution to combat it as
effectively as possible."

In these efforts, Scalia and his ideological cohort, Justice Clarence
Thomas, reflect what has been termed "theoconservatism," or "the
unprecedented rise of public religiosity in our time." Both Justices have
striven "to develop a jurisprudence that permits and encourages a
substantial role for religion in American public life." Scalia also

26 Richard J. Lazarus, The Measure of a Justice: Justice Scalia and the Faltering of the
Property Rights Movement Within the Supreme Court, 57 Hastings L.J. 759, 783, 767
27 Manus, supra note 16, at 134, 133.
28 Kannar, supra note 12, at 1310.
29 Id. at 1311; Sean Wilentz, From Justice Scalia, a Chilling Vision of Religion’s
30 David G. Savage, Supreme Court’s New Tilt Could Put Scalia on a Roll, L.A. Times,
31 Wilentz, supra note 29.
33 Id. at 10.
maintains an ideological affinity with the arch-conservative Catholic sect Opus Dei, which is described as “a spiritual path that aims at the sanctification of the secular world.”

This controversial religious offshoot of Fascist Spain has been depicted as “a so-called religious order whose slogan might be ‘A preferential option for the rich and powerful.’” Opus Dei’s recent prominence reflects the merger of political and religious fundamentalism, of how a “political faction has degenerated into a quasi-religious sect (that) believes America is in the early stages of an ideological civil war. It promotes its core beliefs as if they were impervious to reason.”

Scalia dramatized this conflict of faith and reason in a 2001 speech at a Catholic church in Indiana, where he argued that “people who report miracles should not be dismissed as irrational or poorly educated.” He excoriated the secular media, and claimed that “Even if a miracle occurred under their noses, they would not believe,” because their condescending disregard for “traditional Christians” reflects the anti-religious scorn of “the sophisticated in modern society.”

An honors graduate of Harvard Law, Scalia implored the audience “to have the courage to reject the sophisticated world.” His speech demonstrated his continuing frustration with “what he perceives to be the hostility of cultural elites,” as well as his “apocalyptic sense of having lost the culture wars.”

Scalia’s cultural warrior persona reflects his conservative, Old World Catholic upbringing, Jesuit schooling, and a very visceral reaction to the 1960s counterculture’s perceived destruction of an imagined socio-religious Eden. For those coming of age in the 1950s, a “textbook” Catholic education inculcated “an exceptionally strong respect for “the
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37 Belief in Miracles Should Not Be Dismissed, Justice Scalia Says, 54 CHURCH & STATE 11, 18 (Dec. 31, 2001).
38 Id.
39 Id.
40 ROSEN, supra note 15, at 199, 180.
rules laid down,” and established “a world of quaint legalisms.” 41 An analysis of Scalia’s High Court tenure noted his “powerful need to bind himself in advance to rigid rules.” 42 His inflexible, doctrinaire mindset resists the unique and holistic perspectives required to properly comprehend and evaluate the environmental crisis, which requires the “dissolution of boundaries” and acknowledgement of interconnectedness. 43 “Nature is not necessarily arranged in accordance with the system of mutually exclusive alternatives” so characteristic of pre-Vatican II Catholicism. 44 Further, “wild” nature is not as black-lettered as Jesuit logic; it “is not given to us in a classified form, in cans with labels.” 45 The deep, spiritually-imbued commitment exhibited by environmental plaintiffs further illustrates that “religious” attitudes “may or may not be mediated through existing institutions,” and are “not limited to the layers of social customs and history surrounding organizational expression.” 46 Further, while “The best science we have evinces increasing humility toward the unknown,” it has failed to humble the notoriously self-assured Justice. 47 Flustered by a majority opinion in 1996, Scalia grumbled that “The Court must be living in another world.” 48 Yet it is Justice Scalia who resides in another world, clinging to a scientifically-discredited and nature-destructive anthropocentrism, made manifest in his indefatigable efforts “to prevent environmental realities from subverting the law.” 49

II. RELIGIOUS ROOTS OF THE CRISIS

41 Kannar, supra note 12, at 1314-15.
42 ROSEN, supra note 15, at 182-83.
45 Id. at 35.
48 ROSEN, supra note 15, at 180.
49 Manus, supra note 16, at 127.
How can modern Christianity have so solemnly folded its hands while so much of the work of God was and is being destroyed?

Wendell Berry

Justice Scalia’s eco-phobic mindset reflects four philosophical influences that serve to rationalize humankind’s “taming” and developing nature. These are a Cartesian paradigm, in which man alone possesses consciousness; a Christian theological universe, in which man must escape the snares of his earthbound existence to achieve salvation; an emerging alliance of fundamentalist faith and globalized corporatism; and an urban-centric intellectual perspective that denies nature any spiritual presence capable of counteracting a triumphant industrialism. These rationales “all appear to be symptoms of a fundamental misunderstanding of the nature of nature and of a tendency to exclude nature from moral concern or consideration.”

They have facilitated our contemporary climate crisis, in which “human beings have stepped out of the flow of creation...and have assumed the position of outside observers, of beings who live on the planet but are not of it.”

Descartes’ paradigm posited that “Man is rational, whereas Nature is brutal, and Man strives to make nature amenable to his idea of rationality.” Cartesian thought positioned mankind as “the cosmic pass toward and through which all life must make its way.” It encouraged a “radical discontinuity between the human and other modes of being and

---


the bestowal of all rights on the humans." This anthropocentric worldview espoused a divinely-ordained exceptionalism, which exempted humankind from nature's laws, and reflected "a kind of ultimate manifestation of that deep inner rage of Western society against its earthly condition as a vital member of the life community."

Modern science has effectively rebutted the Cartesian paradigm by establishing that "the evolution of mind is not like a great river of species, emptying only into us." Instead, as biologist Edward O. Wilson notes, "our relationship to nature is primal," as "much of human nature was genetically encoded during the long stretches of time that our species lived in intimacy with the rest of the living world." Accordingly, "the natural world is still embedded in our genes and cannot be eradicated."

Religious traditions attempting to orient man in the cosmos greatly facilitated this disenchantment with nature as well, so that today "we are the first collectivity in the history of humanity to fail to see the Reality of the Creator in His creation, and to draw the consequences of that vision." Christianity encouraged abandoning immanence for transcendence, "the idea that the truly sacred is removed from nature but designs and controls it." Lynn White's seminal analysis implicating Christianity in environmental degradation argued that nature-phobic attitudes "deeply grounded in Christian dogma" enabled the despoliation of the earth, sea and sky. "The fact that most people do not think of these attitudes as Christian is irrelevant," he claimed, as "no new set of
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56 Id. at 165.
59 Id. at 68.
60 BARRY MCDONALD, Introduction to SEEING GOD EVERYWHERE: ESSAYS ON NATURE AND THE SACRED xiv (McDonald ed., 2003).
62 Lynn White, The Historical Roots of Our Ecologic Crisis, 155 SCIENCE 3767, at 1207.
basic values has been accepted in our society to displace those of Christianity."

Ecologists concur that "our dominant theological models paved the way for the (later) secular domination of creation," as "rejection of the spiritual power of Nature can be seen in biblical stories that influenced the most basic thought" of Western religions. Also, since "our sense of the divine is so extensively derived from verbal sources, mostly through the biblical structures, we seldom notice how extensively we have lost contact with the revelation of the divine in nature." White contends that "Christianity is the most anthropocentric religion the world has seen." The "deep and quite extraordinary incompatibility between the atmosphere of Christianity and the atmosphere of the natural world" has its roots in the biblical command in Genesis 1: 28 for humans to "subdue" and "have dominion" over the Earth, to construct "a kingdom of God on earth by and for human beings." As non-human life forms "exist in a realm separated from God and are not created in the image of God, they possess instrumental but not intrinsic value (and) are not part of the moral community." Christianity erected "a hierarchically structured pyramid with humanity atop it as its ruler in God's image, exercising dominion over Earth and being the ultimate and appropriate beneficiary of Earth's goods, which were provided by the Creator to serve humanity." In this "theistic cosmology, God is portrayed as being almost exclusively concerned with the dream of the human species." The medieval Catholic Church purposefully placed barriers between man and the environment "that gave a special urgency to the biblical injunctions to subdue and control nature."

__________________________
63 Id.
64 Sanguin, supra note 52, at 67; ED McGAA, NATURE’S WAY: NATIVE WISDOM FOR LIVING IN BALANCE WITH THE EARTH 56 (2005).
66 White, supra note 62, at 1205.
68 Rockefeller, supra note 67, at 148.
69 GOTTLIEB, supra note 61, at 34 (quoting Roman Catholic theologian John Hart).
70 SANGUIN, supra note 52, at 67.
71 Rockefeller, supra note 67, at 149.
STANDING AND SCALIA

*Summa Theologica* defined sin as acts between humans, or humans and God; there was no mention of "sinning against nonhuman animals or against the natural world."72 Although nature existed as evidence of God’s handiwork, "any sense of it as a presence with its own reality and importance was largely expunged from the Catholic sense of the sacred."73 Any ritual honoring nature became "a terrible, a blasphemous mistake."74

White contended that by eradicating pagan nature-rituals, "Christianity made it possible to exploit nature in a mood of indifference to the feelings of natural objects."75 He asserted that:

To a Christian, a tree can be no more than a physical fact. The whole concept of the sacred grove is alien to Christianity and the ethos of the West. For nearly 2 millennia Christian missionaries have been chopping down sacred groves, which are considered idolatrous because they assume spirit in nature.76

Additionally, creation of Catholic saints, who supplanted earlier nature-spirits, eroded ecological fealties, as "the saint is not in natural objects; he may have special shrines, but his citizenship is in heaven."77 The medieval church presaged Justice Scalia’s present-day dismissal of Native American sacred land claims, by designating sites as sacred only after clerical certification. Finally, the Church is doctrinally rooted in denial of nature’s laws, as "the historical facts upon which it insists are miracles, betokening a state of mind for which the transformation of the physical world is of immense importance."78

---

72 Peter Singer, *Writings on an Ethical Life* 89 (Harper Perennial 2000).
73 Gottlieb, *supra* note 61, at 90.
75 White, *supra* note 62, at 1205.
76 Id. at 1206.
77 Id. at 1205.
78 Watts, *supra* note 44, at 52.
Contemporary Christian fundamentalism eschews environmental thinking as irrelevant, given mankind’s potential for ultimate escape from earthly concerns. They epitomize the transition in the belief-community “from a dominant creation mystique to a dominant redemption mystique,” in which the “essential thing is redemption out of the world through a personal savior relationship that transcends all (planetary) concerns.”

In this worldview, “all earthly affairs are considered microphase concerns relative to the spiritual concerns that determine our destiny in some other transcendent world.” This suggests that “religious environmentalism and fundamentalism will always be in opposition,” as the latter remains “anthropocentric in the extreme, treasuring the most human-centered, scriptural, or culturally based aspects of a faith.” Nature is merely “a backdrop to the unfolding drama of human salvation,” encouraging an outlook in which “the earth is expendable.”

Fundamentalists view environmentalism as a Trojan Horse for biblical-deniers, “that anyone who becomes too close to the environment worships creation instead of the Creator.” Ecologists’ “assertion of the divinity of the earth, with its overtones of idolatry or paganism” fuel fundamentalist fears that “a semiconscious, deeper-than-rational conviction that closeness to nature is not an attribute of a conventional person of faith.”

Grim climate prognoses also “challenge the notion of a personal and omnipotent God who knows and has preordained the future...(Who) can perform miracles that defy the laws of nature.”

Nature-averse fundamentalists have politically allied with corporate America, creating a “pervasive combination of religious and secular ideology of a kind that sees little or no harm in the destruction of
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79 BERRY, supra note 65, at 129.
80 BERRY, supra note 55, at 102.
81 GOTTLIEB, supra note 61, at 223.
82 SANGUIN, supra note 52, at 68.
84 Id.
85 Laurel Kearns, Cooking the Truth: Faith, Science, the Market, and Global Warming in ECOSPIRIT: RELIGIONS AND PHILOSOPHIES FOR THE EARTH 97, 112 (Kearns & Catherine Keller, eds., 2007).
the Creation." In this worldview, "economic convenience and normalized greed combine, ironically, with ancient codes that trigger cravings not for the things of this world, but for a supernatural world, a world beyond decay and death." In this "ruling religion" of "market fundamentalism," the "social values of conservative Christianity are combined with economic service to the corporate elite." This Consumer Christianity presumes that "Americans would live by a Chamber-of-Commerce Creationism that declares itself satisfied with a divinely presented Shopping Mall."

Contemporary Americans are geographically as well as spiritually alienated from the land. For many, "outdoors" means a congested traffic-snarl of commuting, then a return to a suburban/exurban existence in which "nature" is relegated to home improvement megastores. Americans increasingly

\[
\text{(L)ive in an insulated cell, completely cut off from any kind of sensory information or sensory experience that is not of our own manufacture. Everything we see, hear, taste, smell, touch is a human artifact. All the sensory information we receive is } \text{fabricated, and most of it is mediated by machines.}
\]

British climate scientist James Lovelock argues that urbanization's rapid ascent meant that "the proportion of information flow from the biosphere to the pool of knowledge which constitutes the wisdom of the city decreased," resulting in a narrow focus "almost entirely centered on the problems of human relationships."

__________________

86 WILSON, supra note 58, at 82.
88 VANDANA SHIVA, EARTH DEMOCRACY: JUSTICE, SUSTAINABILITY, AND PEACE 132 (2005); GOTTLIEB, supra note 61, at 224.
90 JENSEN, supra note 74, at 61 (quoting John Livingston).
91 JAMES LOVELOCK, GAIA: A NEW LOOK AT LIFE ON EARTH 126 (2000 rev. ed.).
Religious historian Mircea Eliade concluded that the transition to urban life lead to a “gravely impoverished” spiritual sensibility, as “the mystery of nature’s participation in the Christological drama” has “become inaccessible to Christians living in the modern city.”\(^9\)

As a result, “even for a genuine Christian, the world is no longer felt as the work of God.”\(^9\)

This reflects the milieu of Christianity’s ascent, “when, as today, the big city was the center of economic and cultural attraction,” which unquestionably “had a deep influence upon the whole character of the religion,” which displays “a decidedly urban style.”\(^9\)

The Catholic Church in America evinces this urban-centric ethos, as it “has been dominated in its culture by an urban and immigrant focus that has historically been removed from the land, removed from nature.”\(^9\)

The only child of immigrant parents, Scalia’s New York upbringing typifies the subway straphanger, as opposed to rural wayfarer motif of American Catholicism. A Catholic ecologist notes that “it’s a lot easier if you live in rural America to have a vision of God’s communion with humankind through creation.”\(^9\)

Catholic disregard for nature is abetted “by the idea that the only holy place is the built church. It is clearly impossible to assign holiness exclusively to the built church without denying holiness to the rest of Creation.”\(^9\)

Justice Scalia’s Jesuit schooling was in an immigrant Catholicism “closer to the peasant roots of its practitioners than to the high intellectual traditions of Catholic theology and philosophy.”\(^9\)

Today, however, Catholics are among those of many faiths who are rediscovering a sense of sacred nature.

\(^9\) Id. at 179.
\(^9\) Watts, supra note 44, at 25.
\(^9\) Berry, supra note 50, at 58-60.
\(^9\) Kannar, supra note 12, at 1315.
We take from nature what we cannot see.

Theodore Roethke

Writing in 1967, Lynn White charged that "our present science and our present technology are so tinctured with orthodox Christian arrogance toward nature that no solution for our ecologic crisis can be expected from them alone." He asserted that since the environmental crisis originated in religious attitudes toward nature, then "the remedy must also be essentially religious, whether we call it that or not." His analysis reflects the insight that "nature is always understood in religious terms, even where (it) is apparently secularized through technological meanings. The religious meanings that frame the understanding of nature do not disappear over time—they just alter." The paradigm shift necessary for halting ecological devastation "seems to require a root change of human outlook, a mutation of collective philosophy, a spiritual phase transition." Ecologists contend that "environmental problems provide less the occasion for the exercise and application than for the criticism and recasting of Western moral and metaphysical assumptions." They echo Ralph Waldo Emerson's belief that "the problem of restoring to the world original and eternal beauty is solved by the redemption of the soul." Father Thomas Berry suggests expanding our parameters of "religious," given that "traditional Western spiritualities have not enabled their followers to understand or protest the terrifying assault of American society on the natural world." The Dalai Lama concludes that "we need a moral compass we can use collectively without getting bogged down in

100 White, supra note 62, at 1207.
101 Id.
103 Kearns & Keller, supra note 87, at xi.
104 Callcott & Ames, supra note 51, at 2.
106 Berry, supra note 65, at 113.
doctrinal differences." The compass’s directions might include nature mysticism (or the perennial philosophy); Native American lifeways; the coalescing insights of Buddhism, Deep Ecology, and Ecopsychology; and emerging environmental ethics within both fundamentalist Christianity and Roman Catholicism.

A. The Perennial Philosophy

Nature mysticism is an enduring current of religious thought, whether embodied in Chinese monastic mountain poets, St. Francis of Assisi, or John Muir. As the “de facto religion of native peoples everywhere,” it remains “a powerful but neglected current in the Judeo-Christian tradition.” It posits that “God’s spirit is not a distant abstraction but a living being who subsists in and through the natural world.” In this perennial philosophy, “The sacred precedes human existence and contains an inherent value apart from human calculation.” In contrast to scripturally-given deities, “nature mysticism senses a tapestry of holiness, including the human, the animal, and the plant realms, all woven together by an underlying creative power that can be called God.” In nature mysticism, “Our inner life is complete when it merges into Nature and becomes one with it.”

American environmentalism originated in this search for “salvation through an individual relation to nature,” and Transcendentalism inaugurated the quest of “seeking spiritual fulfillment in American environmentalism.” Emerson’s unease with “the emphasis Christianity

110 HAYDEN, supra note 43, at 3.
111 Id. at 56.
112 SUZUKI, supra note 53, at 307.
STANDING AND SCALIA

placed upon an afterlife at the expense of what seemed a proper reverence for life on earth,” motivated his advocacy of a new ethic in which nature would “conspire with spirit to emancipate us.” He “imagined that the world is held together by a spirit that is not of the church, and certainly not of Reason, but of a direct experience of the world.” For Transcendentalists, “nature thus replaces Christ as the revealed image of God that offers salvation to those that follow it.” Emerson’s friend Henry David Thoreau chronicled his “emancipation” in Walden, and “both saw nature pointing beyond itself to an unconditioned infinite.” They believed that “the creator was present in nature, that enlightenment was more possible in a forest than a cathedral, and that the preservation of wilderness was essential to human creativity.” Transcendentalism insisted that “Nature in all her complexity is the place where the secrets of existence and being are to be found.”

The renascent environmentalism of the 1960s was hugely influenced by Transcendental thought, and “inherited this belief in Nature as the door to spiritual truth and the place of ultimate reality.” Countercultural back-to-nature trekkers sought to “rediscover enchantment as the spiritual foundation for an ecological ethic.” Their prominence (or notoriety) surely influenced Chief Justice Warren Burger’s opinion in Wisconsin v. Yoder, when he contrasted the Amish’s religiously-founded lifeway with Thoreauvian nature mysticism, to the obvious detriment of the latter. Critics challenge Burger’s distinction, asserting that ecologists’ “basic orientation” not only “reaches the level of religion,” but that their spiritual focus demonstrates that “they are dealing with the

---

114 EDWARD HOAGLAND, HOAGLAND ON NATURE: ESSAYS 450 (2003); EMERSON, supra note 105, at 64.
116 SZERSZYNSKI, supra note 102, at 87.
117 Id. at 86.
118 HAYDEN, supra note 43, at 150-51.
120 Dunlap, supra note 113, at 34.
121 SANGUIN, supra note 52, at 66.
ultimate questions.”[123] “Environmentalism can function as a religion,” they contend, “because it begins with religious emotions and connects them to an articulated set of beliefs about our place in the universe.”[124] They conclude that “until we restore a spiritual covenant with the earth, we will forever roll the environmental stone up a mountain of frustration.”[125] Justice Scalia’s skepticism toward and dismissal of venerable natural-spiritual traditions presents a truly Sisyphean challenge for environmental plaintiffs.

B. Native American Beliefs

Native American languages do not contain a word for “religion,” instead offering “innumerable metaphors for the spiritual path, luminous expressions for the right road to take in life.”[126] Their spirituality is indistinguishable from their *lifeway*, and is not “compartmentalized,” but “integrated into the totality of life.”[127] Tribes believe that “the well-being of people and nature are inextricably linked.”[128] Holistic Native American spiritualities have struggled to achieve judicial recognition and respect, due to the employment of Western criteria for what is, and what is not, a “religion.”

Courts have largely resisted recognizing Native Americans’ abiding fealty to a pre-Cartesian paradigm, an “animated world,” in which “mountains, forests, rivers, lakes, winds and the sun may all have their presiding deities, while each tree, stone and animal may have, or be, a spirit.”[129] An ethnographer noted that “one need not romanticize Indian attitudes toward nature in order to acknowledge that attitudes and ethics

---

[124] GOTTLIEB, supra note 61, at 160.
[128] GOTTLIEB, supra note 61, at 142.
about beings and forces that reside in the natural environment and the wider universe were and remain a bedrock of (their) belief systems.”

Given that “there is no such thing as an ‘inanimate object’ in many North American cosmologies,” sentence abounds. Disdaining the pyramid paradigm of existence—with mankind at the pinnacle—“every culture that has managed to sustain itself over the course of many centuries without destroying the land that supports it” resists demarking “a distinction between animals and inanimate matter.” Science’s “discovery” of the integral interconnectedness of ecosystems has punctured the arrogance and condescension with which Western culture relegated tribal beliefs to “the childhood of the human race.” Native Americans presciently respected “the autonomy and integrity of the nonhuman part of the world, an ‘other’ we are barely beginning to know.” However, American culture remains amenable to incorporating “elements of traditional Native knowledge about nature (only if) they are suitably couched in sentimental, romantic, or culturally subordinate terms,” but resists philosophical equality for beliefs considered “culturally superseded and displaced.”

Native Americans remain wary of efforts to assimilate their locale-specific Earth spirituality. Chief Luther Standing Bear observed that “the white man does not understand the Indian for the reason that he does not understand America. He is too far removed from its formative processes.” Although the “interweaving of ecological and religious themes is a constant among most native peoples across North America,” these ancient faiths “are not directly translatable across cultures,” as tribal
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legal challenges concerning “land” demonstrate. Native claims are “resisted by the dominant culture and the courts” as their spirituality “remains virtually incomprehensible to Euro-Americans.” American culture’s “self-congratulatory ignorance of the natural world” suggests that “no real progress can be made in environmental law unless some of the insights of the sacredness of land derived from traditional religions become basic attitudes of the larger society.”

Native American sacred ground beliefs elude ready ideological—and legal—categorization. Even establishing the origin of sacred places presents difficulty, as “a natural site can be made sacred through various rituals, or it can be recognized as sacred.” Sacred places are “habitats permeated with what lies within or beneath what the eye can see.” Further, tribal cultures believe that “all of their mutually owned territory holds life and spirit.” These places are “invested with belief,” but “conventional jurisprudence denies the mere possibility of land itself being sacred as opposed to being a place where religious rituals take place.” The Supreme Court has stymied Native American plaintiffs with “its insistence on analyzing tribal religions within the same conceptual framework” as mainstream faiths, which substantially disadvantages them. Insisting upon the production of corroborating archival/scriptural writings and visible hierarchies, the Court has failed to recognize that the necessary “authorization to perform ceremonies comes from higher spiritual powers and not by certification by an institution or even by any formal organization.”
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cathedrals and shrines reside over the remains of pre-Christian sites “where human beings have always gone to communicate and be with higher spiritual powers.” However, “within North America these sacred sites have been revealed only to Native Americans.”

But with exclusive knowledge comes the arduous task of convincing courts that sacred sites, existing without commemorative edifices or written documentation, deserve recognition. Unlike Christendom’s holy shrines, Native American sacred sites “are perceived to be of a high spiritual density because of plant or animal habitat intensities, or associations with legend, or connections with human totemic ancestry, or because of geo-morphological anomaly, or some combination of qualities.”

The Euro-American “aesthetic of the sublime” has dominated landscape appreciation, and contributed to judicial confusion in acknowledging Native American sites which “do not always conform to our ideas of what a sacred place is like.” Courts remain resistant to the notion that America “is teeming with holy places, sacred sites that are far more diverse even than those in the Middle East, sites that predate the writings of the Bible and the Koran.”

The High Court’s 1988 Lyng decision exemplified its reluctance to incorporate non-Christian conceptions of sacred ground and recognize that tribal spiritual sites are not characterized by edifices, signage, written histories or the daily arrival of tour buses. In refusing to protect a Northern California sacred grove, the majority failed to heed dissenting Justice William Brennan’s exhortation to think outside of Western religious parameters. Lyng was only one of a series of legal setbacks for Native Americans, who often must pay “visitor” fees to access their sacred grounds; religious scholar Huston Smith noted that “I’m trying to imagine
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what would happen if a Christian pilgrim were required to pay a permit fee to pray at one of her holy places, such as Notre Dame Cathedral, but it’s almost unimaginable.”

San Carlos Apaches in Arizona expressed consternation that their challenge to planned construction on Mount Graham required “archaeological or documentary proof,” to establish sacredness. Given the Vatican’s involvement in the project, the tribe contrasted Catholic belief in angel-visitors to Earth with judicial denials of philosophically-similar tribal claims, asking “why is it that our faith has to be mediated through the church and verified to be made credible?”

Lyng illustrates a proclivity toward doing “exactly what the Supreme Court avows is not be done—it allows the courts to rule on the substance of religious belief and practice.” Tribal religions “are land-based theologies whose effectiveness is dependent upon access to specific sacred sites,” and when tribal access is circumscribed, religionists “are effectively denied their constitutionally guaranteed rights.” These exclusionary decisions illustrate that “courts will protect a religion if it shows every symptom of being dead but will severely restrict it if it appears to be alive.” A Lakota tribe activist noted that “when nations say that one of their primary constitutional principles is respect for religion, they must mean respect for the religion of every tradition.”

C. Buddhism, Deep Ecology, and the New Physics

Buddhism has taken root with a growing number of Americans seeking a faith tradition free of the cultural baggage of an acquisitive,
materialistic society; "just as once before Reformation Protestantism was the transformation of Christianity in the shift from medievalism to modernism, so now is Reformation Buddhism part of the transformation from European to planetary culture." Today, it "presents a new face to the environmental crisis—which is, on a deeper level, a crisis of character and cultural integrity." Like Native American beliefs, Buddhism lies outside the Judeo-Christian consensus, as it "contains no covenant with an externalized deity, and no dimension of divinity outside the basic stuff of the universe." Accordingly, a number of notable environmentalists "have turned to Buddhism as a conceptual resource for a new ecological ethics."

Buddhism embraces what Emerson termed "largeness," or seeing value in all elements of nature. Buddhism "never made the sharp separation between the human and the rest of biological nature that is formalized in the 'religions of Abraham'—Judaism, Christianity and Islam." It provides "a very powerful counterweight to the fragmenting, separating views so entrenched in Western approaches." Buddhists contend that "to treat nature as something irrational and in opposition to human 'rationality' is a purely Western idea." Buddhism exhibits "a fundamental reluctance to postulate a transcendent being as the origin of all things." It is more amenable to incorporating new scientific insights because "in Buddhism, spiritual authority cannot outweigh an understanding based on reason and
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experience.” Both Buddhism and ecology maintain “the commitment to keep searching for reality by empirical means and to be willing to discard accepted or long-held positions.” But ecological science has validated the integral Buddhist insight of interconnectedness, or “dependent co-origination,” which lies “at the heart of Buddhist understanding. This posits that “all things—objects and beings, exist only interdependently, not independently,” so that “nothing has a separate existence (and) everything is alive, and influences everything else.” The Dalai Lama sees “a direct connection between the correct understanding of ecology and the natural environment” and interdependence “in terms of causes and effects, parts and wholes, factors and aggregates.” He echoes Aldous Huxley’s adage that “elementary ecology leads straight to elementary Buddhism.”

In contrast to Justice Scalia’s daunting standing threshold, requiring direct injury from environmental damage, Buddhism envisions a global ecosphere, a “network of complex interrelations (in which) anything that exists and has an identity does so only within the total network of everything that has a possible or potential relation to it.” In such a “seamless unity,” it is “impossible to consider man apart from nature, as an exiled spirit who controls this world by having its roots in another.” While Scalia regards ecosystem elements as independent, stand-alone entities, Buddhists portray nature as “through and through relational, and interference at one point has interminable and unforeseeable effects.” Buddhism’s “boundary of community does not
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STANDING AND SCALIA

stop with the human realm.” Accordingly, “the most important single ethical teaching of the Buddhist tradition is nonviolence to all of nature, ahimsa.” A Buddhist environmentalist emphasizes that “when we realize the interdependent universe, there’s no way to avoid responsibility for it; it becomes unavoidably clear that what we do and what happens to us are the same thing.”

Buddhist naturalist-poet Gary Snyder was “one of the first Westerners to recognize the rich potential of the interface between Buddhism and ecology,” and personifies “a cross-fertilization of ancient Buddhist tradition and current ecological strategies.” He “crystallized the Eastern influence on the Pacific side of North America” and “helped to inspire the back to the land movement.” Snyder sought a spiritual alternative to “an American ethos that still viewed the natural world as raw material for industrial growth,” and found in Buddhism “a view of nature in which all beings—human and non-human—were bound together in a sacred web.”

Buddhism contravenes Western philosophy’s contention that “human beings enjoy a unique existential status.” It regards humanity as “a product of an impersonal universe and not a special creation. The universe was not created for human beings nor are human beings the highest form of intelligence.” Buddhists do not “recognize any essential difference between human beings and lower animals; the differences are considered to be qualitative rather than absolute.”
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Buddhist environmentalism is premised “first and foremost on the grounds of the intrinsic value of animals, plants, rivers, mountains, and ecosystems rather than simply on the basis of their utilitarian value or benefit to humans.”\(^{186}\) Accordingly, “Nature cannot be conceived as a merely passive substance upon which Man works.”\(^{187}\) Even as they recognize that “change is inherent in nature, Buddhists believe that natural processes are directly affected by human morality,” so that “our relationship to the natural environment is intrinsically moral.”\(^{188}\)

The late Norwegian philosopher Arne Naess coined the term “deep ecology” to describe “the ethical and religious attitude of valuing nature for its own sake.”\(^{189}\) The symmetry between deep ecology and Buddhism stems from similar “acceptance and compassion for all living things.”\(^{190}\) Both Deep Ecology and Zen Buddhism “claim to provide an unmediated access to truth, grounded in experience rather than dogma and ritual.”\(^{191}\) Snyder was one of the “harbingers of the deep ecology movement and its philosophical and literary development,” and influenced deep ecologists’ embrace of Buddhism “in their attempt to articulate and support their vision of the structure of reality.”\(^{192}\) Naess’s “platform” for deep ecological action “is grounded in religion or philosophy.”\(^{193}\) Deep Ecology comprises an “ecospirituality—a form of contemporary religion which does not just concern itself with environmental matters, but is completely structured around ideas of ecological interdependence (and) the monistic desire for a fusion between self and cosmos.”\(^{194}\)
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ecologists “receive sacred truths from the natural world” as other faiths
“see themselves receiving The Truth from scripture or direct encounters
with God.”195 Thus, deep ecology merges with spirituality because the
experience of being connected with all of nature...is the very essence of
spirituality.”196 Naess believes that “deep ecology has a religious
component, and those people who have done the most to make societies
aware of the destructive way in which we live in relation to natural
settings have had such religious feelings.”197

Deep ecology’s bedrock tenet is valuing “all organisms and entities
in the ecosphere as parts of the interrelated whole (and) equal in intrinsic
worth,” thus recognizing a “core democracy in the biosphere.”198 In this
egalitarian biosphere, “Human and nonhuman entities are in constant
spiritual interchange,” so that any environmental action embodies “a moral
question, not one simply of efficiency or property rights.”199 While
“property owners appeal to the absolute quality of their right to do what
they want with what they own,” deep ecologists insist that “the value of
the ecosystem takes precedence over that right.”200

Deep ecology’s insights complement Lovelock’s “Gaia Hypothesis,” which “postulates that the physical and chemical condition
of the surface of the Earth, of the atmosphere, and of the oceans has been
and is actively made fit and comfortable by the presence of life itself.”201
Lovelock’s “message of a self-regulating Earth” reveals “the
exquisitely delicate receptivity of living beings to their surroundings acts
as an environmental sensor for the planet as a whole.”202 His hypothesis
“represents a unique moment in scientific thought: the first glimpse, from
within the domain of pure and precise science, that (Earth) might best be
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described as a coherent living entity.” It suggests that nature cannot wisely be controlled in the same way in which it has been studied—piecemeal. Nature is through and through relational, and interference at one point has interminable and unforeseeable effects.” Lovelock notes that “Evolution is not just a property of organisms—what evolves is the whole Earth system with its living and non-living parts existing as a tight coupled entity.” Thus, “Earth is a living organism and should be treated and understood accordingly.” Lovelock’s hypothesis reinforces the sense that “nature is our community...not separate from us but rather...the fundamental existential context of our lives.” When we condone environmental damage, we “diminish our own existence,” for “what we do to our surroundings we are doing to ourselves.”

The New Physics opens the dustbin of history for traditional conceptions of nature and cosmology, which “viewed the world as a collection of discrete entities or substances.” Instead, it supplants independence with interdependence, depicting the natural world “as a constant flux or flow of energy transformations.” Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle holds that “at a quantum level, the universe is indeterminate.” It replaces the concept of independent entities “with a relational universe in which everything is hitched to everything else.” Systems theory “focuses on understanding anything by looking at its context or role within a larger system, rather than by dissecting the system and analyzing the component parts in isolation”—as is Justice Scalia’s tendency in environmental cases. Unlike Justice Scalia’s “weekend gardener” approach to ecology, systems theorists stress that “the nature
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and behavior of a part is determined by the whole rather than the other way around." Quantum physics and deep ecology share an "insistence that things cannot be separated from what surrounds them without smaller or greater arbitrariness." As the great naturalist John Muir observed, "When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the universe." Systems-rooted Gaia theory holds that "seemingly insignificant changes can be amplified beyond all recognition into huge effects," debunking the "notion that it is possible to control nature, at least in anything but limited ways." Systems theory discloses that "the way we have been looking at nature is no longer comprehensive enough to explain all that we can observe," and directs us "to develop a more inclusive view." Physicist Fritjof Capra notes how "the two foundations of twentieth-century physics—quantum theory and relativity theory—both force us to see the world very much in the way a Hindu, Buddhist, or Taoist sees it." The Dalai Lama concurs, noting that if "matter is revealed to be less solid and definable than it appears, then it seems to me that science is coming closer to the Buddhist contemplative insights of emptiness and interdependence." His insight reflects how "ecology and physics (Quantum Theory) converge toward the same metaphysical notions and that the concepts used in both complement each other." Thus, the New Physics "can be seen as providing an account of creation that is the equal of any myth-ological, religious, or speculative philosophical account in terms of scale, grandeur, and richness of detail." Yet Scalia and judicial conservatives persist in "trying to apply the concepts of an outdated world
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view—the mechanistic worldview of Cartesian-Newtonian science—to reality that can no longer be understood in terms of those concepts.”

“Historians of the future may look back in some astonishment,” Theodore Roszak observes, “wondering why so few thinkers registered the full importance of the revolution in cosmology that took place in their lifetime.” If systems theory has ushered in the Great Turning—“the recognition of our essential non-separateness from the world”—Justice Scalia’s environmental analysis might be termed the Great Returning—to an archaic paradigm that has fallen into both scientific and religious disrepute. As Lovelock observes, “We are no more qualified to be stewards or developers of the Earth than are goats to be gardeners.”

D. Protestant & Evangelical Christian Environmentalism

"Perhaps Christians need a new Sermon on the Mount," Lovelock offers, "that sets out the human constraints needed for living decently with the Earth, and which spells out the rules for its achievement." Despite legacies of involvement in civil rights and antiwar causes, Christian congregations "have only recently begun to redefine social justice to include the whole planet and all its creatures as members of a community in need." The National Religious Partnership for the Environment recognizes that "caring for creation is a fundamentally religious imperative that transcends denominational differences and partisan politics." The National Association of Evangelicals released an "Evangelical Climate Initiative," supporting Bill Moyers’ contention that
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"It's no longer possible to avoid what's obvious. It's reality intruding on (their) ideology that has brought so many evangelicals to think about global warming."\textsuperscript{228}

The omnipresent climate crisis is eroding an evangelical mindset which "had long been allergic to anything like environmentalism, associating it with ...nature-worshipping hippies."\textsuperscript{229} Once viewed as "surreptitiously idolatrous," earth-friendly beliefs are now incorporated into a "deep ecumenism," in which creation is a continuing process requiring humankind's active assistance.\textsuperscript{230} In the New Creation Ethic, "the earth itself is an embodiment of the divine," representing "a source of divine wisdom," which can be considered "sacred revelation."\textsuperscript{231} In this new eco-theological paradigm, "God's spirit is not a distant abstraction but a living being who subsists in and through the natural world."\textsuperscript{232} Creation theology proposes that "God is not a dispassionate and distant potentate...who exercises dominion over the universe from some far-removed place," but an active presence in our natural environment.\textsuperscript{233} As Father Matthew Fox notes:

During the Newtonian era a miracle consisted of divine meddling into the universe's machinery, an interruption of the absolute mathematical laws of the universe. But in a creation theology, a miracle is not about interfering with nature's laws. It's the opposite. It's about realizing that nature's laws...are miracles.\textsuperscript{234}

Creation theology echoes a core concept of deep ecology, in which mankind assumes a more humble and cooperative attitude toward the rest
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of creation; it “decenters humans amidst the vastness of the universe and recenters us as part of, not apart from the great community of life. In particular, it highlights our role as a species among other species, all radically dependent on the earth for our sustenance and well-being.”  

Creation theology essentially re-positions humanity from aspiring for escape from a flawed Earth toward anticipating a “return to the garden as part of our original blessing.” Returning to the garden, however, obligates reversing the ecologically-destructive path of development, since as “God and the earth, Spirit and nature, share a common reality, the loss and degradation of the earth means loss and degradation for God as well.” Accordingly, our assault on nature “is the most horrid blasphemy. It is flinging God’s gifts into His face, as if they were of no worth beyond that assigned to them by our destruction of them.”

E. Contemporary Catholic Environmentalism

Catholics are also beginning to “rethink how they relate to the Earth and to reevaluate their role in the ecological balance.” Although American bishops earlier launched anti-poverty and antiwar efforts, only recently have they addressed ecological concerns. The Church’s past reluctance to support ecological concerns might stem from the fact that “their religious worldview encouraged a sense of sacredness among a community of people rather than with nature.” Catholic environmentalists have rediscovered “a sense of kinship with nature” that was often evident “in pre-modern Catholic teachings.”

Until recently, Church teachings on nature “recalled ideas and an ideology from centuries ago: a dominion perspective in which humans were at the top of a pyramid,” and all other life forms “were intended for
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This anthropocentric perspective highlighted "how far the culture of Catholicism has separated itself from the earth, from nature, from the key theological doctrine of immanence, of the Creator in the created, of God in all." Catholic environmentalists now emulate Saint Francis, the "greatest spiritual revolutionary in Western history," who strove to "substitute the idea of the equality of all creatures, including man, for the idea of man's limitless rule of creation." Lakota Indian Black Elk's visionary message has influenced people of many faith traditions, yet most Catholics remain unaware that he was a coreligionist (baptized in 1904). He "integrated traditional Lakota spirituality and Christian beliefs as related perspectives on sacred reality," stating that "We know we are related and are one with all the things of the heavens and the earth and we know that all things that move are a people as we." 

Cistercian monk Thomas Merton's immersion in Eastern religious thought furthered Catholic ecological thought as his "blending of Asian Buddhism with Western spiritual traditions" remains an indispensable resource. He mused about living "as something of a hermit-priest of the woods or the deserts or the hills, devoted to a Mass of pure adoration that would put all of nature on my paten in the morning and praise God more explicitly with the birds?"

The Roman Catholic hierarchy has responded to the entreaties of environmental activists within the Church. The late Pope John Paul II's 1990 World Day of Peace message criticized a "lack of deep respect for nature" and the "plundering of natural resources." He noted that "Our very contact with nature has a deep restorative power," and portrayed the
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global climate threat as “a moral issue (that) has assumed such proportions as to be the responsibility of everyone.”

In 1999, the Pope warned that “The world’s present and future depend on the safeguarding of creation because of the endless interdependence between human beings and their environment.” The Church now acknowledges the ecocentric premise that “People are immersed in the natural world, not transcendent to it or enthroned over it.” As Father Berry asserts, “Every being has rights to be recognized and revered. Trees have tree rights, insects have insect rights, rivers have river rights, mountains have mountain rights. So too with the entire range of beings throughout the universe.”

The striking similarity between these sentiments and those of Native Americans is not coincidental as the Church acknowledges its past culpability in suppressing tribal religions. The Bishops’ 1992 Quincentenary Statement “recognized an important aspect of Indian/Native American traditions: the relationship between Earth and Native spirituality (implicitly recognizing that Native religions embody much of the respect for creation proclaimed by Catholic Church leaders).” It reflected “a heightened respect...for non-Christian and non-Western cultures and spirituality.”

However, this ecological ecumenism has not swayed Justice Scalia. His troubling “insensitivity to the Native American milieu” was evident in preliminary discussions before 1990’s Smith decision, when he crudely analogized a Klamath Indian’s taking peyote in a religious setting to Aztec human sacrifices. In the 1992 Defenders of Wildlife decision, he showed little tolerance for “the ecosystem nexus theory as well as its more anthropo-centrically cast companions, the animal nexus and vocational nexus theories,” summarily dismissing all three as ‘beyond all reason,’ ‘beyond the limit,’ and ‘pure speculation and fantasy.’
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Catholicism's increasing ecocentric message will most likely irritate rather than inspire Scalia, who "has been known to leave churches where the religious teachings and practices are perceived as too liberal."\(^{258}\)

IV. IV. STANDING ON A BURNING GAIAN DECK

Troposphere, whatever. I told you before I'm not a scientist. That's why I don't want to have to deal with global warming, to tell you the truth.

Justice Antonin Scalia\(^{259}\)

So much of nature as he is ignorant of, so much of his own mind he does not yet possess.

Ralph Waldo Emerson, *The American Scholar*\(^{260}\)

Conservatives fear that ecological ecumenism may undermine the corporate-globalist paradigm, as "the debate over business rights versus the rights of citizens is claiming public attention again."\(^{261}\) There is increasing recognition that "There can be no sustainability when institutions whose primary purpose is to create money are dictating the standards.\(^{262}\) Climate concern "drives religious groups to the political left," as they perceive that "the climate-changing elite assumes a divine right to alter the very cycles of nature on which human life depends."\(^{263}\)

Environmentalists assert that "The real threat to liberty and the environment now stems from commercial institutions, and there is nothing" in classic liberal thought to effectively "handle this danger."\(^{264}\) They argue that "Free market rules for corporate freedom are increasingly
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rules which exclude real people from the economic and political affairs of society and disenfranchise them from nature.\textsuperscript{265} Justice Scalia’s standing interpretations comprise disenfranchisement efforts diametrically opposed to an Emersonian worldview that “imagined religion, science, and nature as one field of thought, with no lacunae or elisions.”\textsuperscript{266} His textualist parsing divides while an ecologically-ruinous globalization conquers.

Environmentalists portray the globalized market as “the prime engine of landscape destruction,” in which “living processes become invisible externalities.\textsuperscript{267} They note that it “is based on an impossible imperative—limitless increase in corporate profits,” with a “trajectory (that) leads to collapse,” as “No system can endure which seeks to maximize a single variable. No possibility exists for unlimited growth in a finite planet.”\textsuperscript{268} In contrast to nature’s diversity, “There’s nothing weaker than a global system that becomes a single unit. A single law corresponds to sudden death.”\textsuperscript{269} This “Ecological Tyranny of the Bottom Line,” ignores our ultimate dependence on nature for more than “resources.”\textsuperscript{270} Even globalization proselytizer Thomas Friedman now characterizes it as “a monster truck with the gas pedal stuck.”\textsuperscript{271}

Globalization’s excesses have in turn given rise to a new planetary consciousness, “moving from viewing earth as commodity to earth as community.”\textsuperscript{272} The Great Turning emphasizes “recognition of our essential non-separateness from the world,” and “calls us from private property as an exclusive right to embracing the public trust of land and water and air for future generations as a sacred trust.”\textsuperscript{273} As Snyder observes, “Respect for nature comes with knowledge and contact, but attention to the observable order of nature is rarely practiced by those who
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think that wealth is purely a creation of human organization, labor, or ingenuity."\(^{274}\) In contrast, ecologists note that "Restraint in resource use and living within nature’s limits are preconditions for social justice," and that "Social Justice and attending to the planet proceed in parallel; the abuse of one entails the exploitation of the other."\(^{275}\) Environmental, religious, and civil rights elements now coalesce in legal-ecological claims, illustrating that "From social justice to eco-justice, the movement of human care and ethics is now part of ever-widening concentric circles."\(^{276}\)

Critics of this emerging ecumenical paradigm, in business-funded think tanks and faux-populist advocacy groups, depict ecologists as "threatening the sacred values of free enterprise and global capitalism, and seek to undermine the claims of scientific authority as ground for any significant response by relegating it to a matter of belief."\(^{277}\) These deniers-for-hire strive to "corporatize how science is perceived and understood by the public, creating doubt and fear whenever possible."\(^{278}\) In 2007 the American Enterprise Institute (Scalia’s mid-1970s employer) enticed academics with $10,000 stipends to discredit a UN climate report.\(^{279}\) Similarly, the Acton Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty provides its corporate sponsors with "greenwashing," or "the ecological painting of economic interests under the guise of political and economic freedom."\(^{280}\) Acton substitutes "the maxim of the separation of church and state (with) the separation of market and state, in which any
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state should not negatively interfere with the practice of global free-market capitalism.”

Theologian Harvey Cox observes that older, earth-revering religions are now rising in opposition to this “religion of the global market,” because the spirit traditions emphasize man’s place in an ecosystem, “while in the market’s eyes all places are interchangeable.” Think-tanks’ encomiums for globalization confirm Cox’s contention that “The Market is becoming more like the Jahweh of the Old Testament—not just one superior deity contending with others, but the Supreme Deity, the only true God, whose reign must now be universally accepted and allows for no rivals.” David Loy maintains “the Market is becoming the first truly world religion, binding all corners of the globe more and more into a worldview and set of values whose religious role we overlook only because we insist on seeing them as secular.” Environmentalists characterize “the stamp of legitimacy the market imposes on individual behavior,” as a “new civil religion of conspicuous consumption, surrendering any sense of the transcendent in favor of the imminent sacrality of consumer capitalism.” As Wal-Mart trumps God’s-Start, “The destruction of ecosystems and the alteration of the world’s climate itself are readily sacrificed on the twin altars of GDP and employment growth.”

Globalization proponents demand that “Neither science, nor science linked with religion, should be allowed to challenge the dominant economic model, which does not allow for externalities like natural limits.” The pro-growth Cornwall Declaration on Environmental Stewardship states that “Humanity alone of all the created order is capable of developing other resources and can thus enrich creation, so it can properly be said that the human person is the most valuable resource on
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earth." Greenwashing ignores the historical record in which “Human dominance—or management—over earth’s systems is something that has happened in recent evolution, and is therefore not necessarily a basic right inherent in the structure of the world.” Justice Scalia’s ecosystem-parsing interpretations ignore Gaian/historical reality, in which “No power has been given by nature the right to decide on the relative importance and the respective hierarchy of entities that compose, at any given moment, the common world.”

Only corporate “deciders” merited seats when Vice President Dick Cheney’s 2001 energy task force “recommended opening more federal land to oil, natural gas, and coal development [including] the remote Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.” Scalia refused to recuse himself from deciding a subsequent suit seeking access to the task force’s meeting minutes, despite accompanying Cheney on a pre-decision duck hunting trip; he answered critics with, “Quack, quack.” In the early 1980s Scalia founded the journal Regulation, which a critic suggested “might more accurately have been called Anti-Regulation.” However, corporate capture of regulatory agencies in the George W. Bush presidency alleviated judicial conservatives’ anxieties over the administrative state, as
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"private foxes [were] placed in charge of the public henhouses." Emblematic of the foxes’ reign, the Gifford Pinchot National Forest near Mount Hood, Oregon:

[L]ooks like the forestry equivalent of a neighborhood crack house. In the Pinchot woods, you see the George W. Bush public lands legacy. If you want to drill, or cut trees, or open a gas line—the place is yours. Most everything else has been trashed or left to bleed to death. They don’t take care of these lands because they see them as one thing—a cash out.

Property-rights ideologues appear content to live in “the ecological equivalent of a gated community in which we are fine with our isolation.” The corporate elite’s appropriation of breathtaking natural areas supports social critic Barbara Ehrenreich’s rule that “if a place is truly beautiful, you can’t afford to be there.” Reserving natural wonderlands for those who can afford to pay for them reflects “the basic orientation of American jurisprudence…toward personal human rights and toward the natural world as existing for human possession and use.”

This preference is bolstered by a legal profession “still preoccupied with individual ‘human’ rights, especially the limitless freedom to acquire property and exploit the land.” A legal watchdog group found that judges who regularly attended conferences sponsored by pro-development lobbyists “are generally responsible for writing the most radical pro-corporate, anti-environmental, and activist decisions.” Their rulings represent “an attempt to undo the recovery of the commons through the New Deal in order to enclose all public goods and resources as private
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Richard Epstein’s anti-regulatory *Takings: Private Property and the Power of the Eminent Domain*, serves as a “bible” for Court conservatives.  

But conservatives justices’ “biblical” interpretation was unavailing in 2007’s *Massachusetts v. EPA* decision, a request for Bush administration officials to respond to climate change characterized as “*Bush v. Gore’s Movie*.” Seeing no reason for administrative foxes to stir themselves, Chief Justice John Roberts’ dissent “focused solely on the issue of legal standing to sue.” Roberts demonstrated that “he is fully aboard Justice Scalia’s project [and] argued vigorously...that the court never should have reached the merits of the case or addressed the question of the agency’s local obligations.” Court conservatives continuing utilization of standing to bar environmental claims highlights their increasing dependence on “the rule and reification of abstraction,” whereby an unmistakably urgent climate crisis is dismissed with “abstract constructions created by the dominant powers in society,” enabling ongoing “manipulation of nature and society for profits.” In this manner “the real, the concrete, the life-giving is substituted for artificially constructed currencies.” Standing as a judicial tactic to thwart ecological reforms supports the observation that “nearly all technical words are harmful in science and philosophy; they serve only to separate the sectarians of the parish from those who are excluded from the conversation.” Judicial utilization of difficultly-grasped concepts will not placate an increasing public restiveness over governmental inaction on the climate crisis, and many might second Emerson in asking “why should
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we grope among the dry bones of the past or put the living generation out of its faded wardrobe?"  

Justice Scalia’s originalism defiantly sports the faded wardrobe of the past, albeit accompanied with his “acerbic style and know-it-all manner.” The additions of conservative Justices Roberts and Samuel Alito have bolstered Scalia’s anti-“activism” crusade, but he “has never been a particularly patient man,” and “sees little to gain from incrementalism or its appearance.” It is, after all, Heisenberg’s, and not Scalia’s, Uncertainty Principle. His obdurate anti-environmentalism may indelibly define his legacy as the Scopes Trial did William Jennings Bryan’s; former firebrands desperately clinging to superseded ideas. Scalia’s distrust of ecology may stem from its humbling effect, as it shows how we are “ultimately powerless over the environment, that we can’t make it bend to our will,” resulting in “feelings of helplessness and powerlessness (which) are so vilified in our culture, they’re categorized as wimpy or weak.” Scalia uncannily personifies Alan Watts’ depiction of a nature-denier as “a psychological type which takes special glee in having one’s philosophy of life clear-cut, hard, and rigid,” having “mastered a logical method which can tear other opinions, and especially metaphysical opinions, to shreds. Attitudes of this kind usually go together with a somewhat aggressive and hostile type of personality which employs sharp definition like the edge of a sword.”

But increasing recognition of our essential interconnectedness with the natural world dramatizes how “the myth of the rugged individualist simply doesn’t hold up in the new cosmology.” We are now confronting an ecological crisis which comprises “gain or loss on an absolute scale,” and “unless the nature of the State is harmonized with the state of Nature, our greed and ignorance will eventually take us beyond
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the capacity of the very ecosystems that support human existence."\textsuperscript{315} Americans must accept "a more humble place at the banquet of life, or Gaia, as self-regulator of the earth’s biosystems, will act to ensure that there is no room for us at the party."\textsuperscript{316} As Vaclav Havel notes, "either we will achieve an awareness of our place in the living and life-giving organism of our planet, or we will face the threat that our evolutionary journey may be set back thousands or even millions of years."\textsuperscript{317} Given imminent environmental peril, "the entire question of possession and use of the Earth, either by individuals or by establishments, needs to be considered in a more profound manner than Western society has ever done previously."\textsuperscript{318} This will also necessitate "a harrowing revision of modern natural law, which presupposes the unformulated proposition that only man, individually or in groups, can become a legal subject."\textsuperscript{319}

Justice William O. Douglas attempted to introduce an ecocentric perspective into High Court jurisprudence, specifically in his 1972 \textit{Sierra Club v. Morton} dissent.\textsuperscript{320} Douglas adopted Christopher Stone’s proposal to grant standing to natural entities, asking the Court to “fashion a federal rule that allowed environmental issues to be litigated before federal agencies or federal courts in the name of the inanimate object about to be destroyed, defaced, or invaded by roads and bulldozers where injury is the subject of public outrage.”\textsuperscript{321} He proposed that “courts recognize standing in persons who are able to present themselves as occupying a level of intimacy with a particular ecological unit,” as this “would establish that such persons understood and thus could completely assert the legal interests of the various elements of nature that made up the ecological unit.”\textsuperscript{322} Influenced by Northwest Native American and Asian eco-religious concepts, Douglas considered environmentalists “in some senses members of the ecological unit with which they had developed an intimate
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association, and thus would serve as suitable spokespersons for such units." He urged the Court to consider "personifying the environment," and to establish it as a "jural entity."

Yet this legal paradigm shift has gained little traction because "the vocabulary and expressions that are available to us influence and even steer our thought" away from granting legal status to non-human nature. Stone argues that "increasing regard for Nonpersons requires us to consider how suited our received ways of normative analysis are to resolve or even guide us through" the climate crisis. Conservative jurists dread a paradigm in which "objects themselves are legal subjects and no longer mere material for appropriation, even collective appropriation," because "if the objects themselves become legal subjects, then all scales will tend towards an equilibrium." Recognizing that "our traditional moral philosophies cannot resolve" ever more urgent environmental concerns, deep ecology and creation theology respond to Stone's plea for "a myth that can life our growing body of knowledge of geophysics, biology and the cosmos." Deep ecology fulfills Stone's hopes for a "moral maturation," which embodies a "widening of the circle" of human values. Naess's "biospherical egalitarianism" would grant to all of nature "the equal right to live and blossom." A deep ecologist observed that:

A being made be said to have interests if it has needs, and it may be said to have needs if it is seeking to maintain or
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realize its own existence—it needs those things which contribute to its self-maintenance or self-realization. Stone predicts that the establishment of rights in natural objects would enable an entity “to find quite a number of ‘rights’ waiting for it when it got to court.” Philosopher Michel Serres suggests we “add to the exclusively social contact a natural contract of symbiosis and reciprocity in which our relationship to things would set aside mastery and possession in favor of admiring attention, reciprocity, contemplation and respect.” He adds that since “the Earth speaks to us in terms of forces, bonds, and interactions… that’s enough to make a contract.” Roszak envisions natural-rights jurisprudence leading to a “legally actionable, environmentally based criterion of mental health that could take on prodigious legal and policy-making implications,” similar to what “now attaches to physical hazards like toxic waste.” He suggests that such actions “would be even more feasible if the Wilderness Act, the legal foundation for most environmental cases, were amended to include the psychological benefits people gain from untamed nature.”

Other environmental advocates caution against these proposals. They fear that “to extend or bestow or recognize rights in nature would be, in effect, to domesticate all of nature—to subsume it into the human political apparatus.” Such a policy “presupposes the existence of a position of power from which to do the granting,” incorporating nature into an anthropocentric “system of hierarchy and domination.” Instead, they propose that “the only way to deal with rights for nature is to subtract our own perceived right to use any and all aspects of the nonhuman world
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for any and all purposes, from recreational to industrial.”

Otherwise, government intervention would consist of “replacing biological methods of growth and interaction with artificial methods of control,” and “Once this intervention begins, it never ends.” Critics of accommodation note that “few of the people who make most of the decisions that affect the relationship between humans and other aspects of the Earth Community have made the shift from a mechanistic worldview to a holistic or ecological worldview.”

Deep ecologists fear that mainstream environmentalists “have sought to position themselves on the political chessboard without redrawing its squares, without re-defining the rules of the game, without redesigning the pawns.”

What is vital, instead, is to develop “planetary minds for a planetary crisis.” As Stone comments, “to shift from such a lofty fancy as the planetarization of consciousness” to more mundane legal concerns “is to come down to earth hard,” but the High Court today has the opportunity to acknowledge earth-friendly spiritualities, and provide them “shape and reality and legitimacy.”

Given that “there is no office in which to file a claim for sacred land,” metaphysics must overcome the ideological rigidity of textualism and originalism. But then, “holistic thinking has had its past; particularly in our dealings with nature, it deserves also to have its future.”
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STANDING AND SCALIA